Mystery School of the Rose

Temple of Isis Ritual I: Crowning Ceremony
*note: before or as participants enter the temple, take everyone’s date of birth so the temple keeper can order them
according to their age when the crowning ceremony begins.

HOW TO PREPARE:
GUIDE PREPARATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

temple space
speaker & downloaded playlist
crown
robe
staff
throne
alter & temple items (candles, flowers, divine energies)
accessories to further 'priestess-ify the participants'
incense for smudging
oil for anointing (preferably rose, frankincense, or myrrh)
bowl with rose-infused water
bowl of water to cleanse feet & towel

PARTICIPANT PREPARATIONS:
●
●
●

wear a white dress or gown and adorn yourself for the ceremony (priestess attire: necklaces, earrings, flowers,
headpiece, sparkles + )
alter items
notebook & pen

RITUAL ROLES:
●
●

●
●

●

Guiding Priestess
Curandera 1+
○ duties: clean & dry feet, smudging upon entering the temple, passing around the rose-infused water
for purification¹
Wing Bearer
○ duties: anointment
Temple Keeper
○ duties: responsible for ordering everyone according to age & prepares the following participant for
their turn to receive the crown
Wise Woman/Man
○ duty: final prayer to the great mother

*Each participant must fill a role; use your intuition and use the roles above as a gentle suggestion

THE RITUAL:
1. Purification as one enters the sacred space: smudging and clean feet in a bucket of water (curandera/s)
2. Guide everyone to sit together in a circle
3. Welcome
○
○

Welcome participants
Bring participants into presence by having everyone close their eyes and take a few long deep
breaths; optional OM. At this moment repeat ‘the prayer to the divine mother’ internally to yourself:
'let me be a sacred vessel.
fill me with divine love.
only from there, I’ll share your prayer.
fill me with your love.'

4. Introduction to the mystery school of the rose & the remembrance of the Temple of Isis ritual practices:
○

○
○

○

Mystery school of the rose is a school for priestesses who remember their place in the temple. It is a
mystery school of ancient ritual practices from the Temple of Isis evoking the divine feminine energy,
remembrance & leadership to usher in the New Earth.
Formula: remembrance→sovereignty→empowerment→creative expression→leadership
Temple of Isis ritual | crowning ceremony: the crowning of our queen/king, a tribute to our human, and
a full remembrance of who we are, why we are here, our mission and our power. In this Temple of Isis
Ritual Practice, we gather in sacred ceremony to remember our power, to embody our queen/king, and
to step into our innate role as leaders in this great time of awakening on the planet.
Briefing of temple etiquette:
■ Nobel silence
■ Respect
■ Presence
■ Constant attention on the intention

5. Official opening
○

○

Opening words (prayer, calling in your guides to protect the space and the ritual, reiterate the
intention of the ritual: crowning our queen, a tribute to our human, and a full remembrance of who we
are, why we are here, our mission and our power. To remember our Power, to embody our Queen, and
to step into our innate role as Leaders in this great time of Awakening on the planet
Instruct participants to ‘make my words your own’:
“I realize who I am. I am a powerful Queen. I am the queen of hearts. I’ve walked this path so
many times before- as a majestic leader of humanity. Here I am once again, incarnated in this
beautiful tender vessel. I am so deeply honoured and grateful- I have so much love and
respect for all my so very human parts. I truly am a masterpiece. I remember now fully who I
am.”

○

Open the space to allow each woman, one at a time to share their intention (emphasize precision in
their share; one sentence)

6. Purification (song: please prepare me)

○

○

○

Explain that before we can crown ourselves, we must let go of everything that we are still holding
onto that keeps us small. When we honour our Queen we agree to a new vibration, thus all that
which is of a lower frequency must be released.
We will take the next few minutes to reflect upon what we are ready to let go of, that which keeps us
small, the densities in our body and emotions; curandera¹ will come around with the rose-infused
water and allow each person, one at a time, to spray water on themselves, dissolving the layers,
cleansing and purifying themselves. Invite them to speak out loud what they are releasing; encourage
the motion of cleansing the body and flicking the layers off of them with their hands.
After 3-5 minutes, guide everyone to shift their touch to be soft, gentle, kneading every part of their
body with love, giving gratitude for the perfect vessel that they are.

7. Rose Code Activation: guide participants into a tall seated position and have them visualize the rose dropping from
three feet above their crowns down through each chakra and into their heart. Let them feel the rose blossoming inside of
their heart.
○
○

have them connect to the rose inside their heart, feel it and receive for about 1-2 minutes
Instruct participants to ‘make my words your own’:
“I remember now, fully who I am. I am a miraculous powerful oracle. I know and I have
always known. Now, I am here to serve humanity by simply getting out of the way and allowing my
spirit to move through me and guide me in every action- to listen, to be present to, and trust whatever
comes up; this is my heart language. These are the rose petals, guiding me to live in alignment, to live
in presence, to live in complete coherence with my destiny, to the infinity of who I am.”

c. sing the sacred sound:
“I deepen into trust, I claim sovereignty, so I can be fully devoted to thee.
I deepen into Trust, I claim sovereignty, so I can be fully devoted to me” x3
(before repeating the prayer for the last time invite participants to sing the prayer with you)
8. Explanation and demonstration of the ceremony: walk members through the ceremony, how the ceremony will
happen, step by step, you may decide to demonstrate the flow
9. Dance to move the energy (song: Pismo Ceniza)

10. The crowning begins:

○

○
○

○
○

Everyone comes into their position: everyone stands in a semi-circle in front of the throne, in order of
youngest to oldest (facing the throne, the youngest member is on the right side). The crowning team
sets up beside the crowning station.
The first person (youngest member) goes to the crowning station and gets anointed (as they are
anointed a prayer is given to the awakening of each chakra), robed, crowned, and given the staff.
The crowned one walks in front of the throne and bows to their higher self, acknowledging the
potential they are about to embody. They continue to walk along the inside of the semi-circle, passing
each of their brothers and sisters. Each person whispers a word (a spell) into his/her ear as they pass
them, to support the crowned one in their remembering.
When they arrive at the throne, they sit down (the guiding priestess will encourage them to take a
few deep breaths before beginning)
The crowned one is witnessed with full presence for the next few minutes as they speak their truth,
their remembering, and channel whatever comes through at that moment.

○
○

○
○

After they have finished, everyone prostrates and honours their brother or sister, seeing them for their
highest divinity.
The crowned one receives and when they feel complete, they return to the crowning station, where
they then pass the crown, robe and staff to the next person who is waiting to have the crown passed
to them (temple keeper has already organized for the next person to be there waiting).
The process repeats for each person, working in a clockwise direction.
After the final person has finished their turn (wise woman/man), they proceed by speaking a prayer to
the great mother (the guiding priestess will bring this up at the moment while the wise woman/man is
still sitting on the throne)

11. Dance and alchemize the energy within and without (song: na procura)
12. Closing Circle
○

○

Have everyone sit down again; drop into presence and proceed with the closing words:
■ prayer, thanking your guides for protecting the space and the ritual
■ restate the intention of the ritual and the new frequency each person embodies: crowning
our queen/king, a tribute to our human, and a full remembrance of who we are, why we are
here, our mission and our power. to remember our power, to embody our queen/king, and to
step into our innate role as leaders in this great time of awakening on the planet
■ Thank each person for their participation, presence and courage AND congratulate each
person for this powerful initiation
sacred sound (encourage them to sing the hymn with you; again 4x)
“I deepen into trust, I claim sovereignty, so I can be fully devoted to thee.
I deepen into Trust, I claim sovereignty, so I can be fully devoted to me” x3

○
○
○

Collective OM and declare with this final sacred sound, OM you are closing the portal.
Hold sacred silence and open space for sharing (remember, request concise and brief sharing)
Thank everyone for coming, for sharing and if there is anything you feel is important to impart with the
group before dispersing you may share.

*I often like to celebrate the ritual with a collective potluck; the energy has been held very intensely throughout the
ritual, so an activity that is LIGHT and FUN afterwards is a good idea. It is also a great moment for people to connect
more intimately with others, share their experience and integrate the experience.

